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We present some techniques
we
have used to apply REDUCE to problems which have
mathematical structures unknown to REDUCE . Our examples, the spectrum of the o model and
the Gross-Neveu model, come from particle physics . We had to handle three-vectors,
summation with indefinite upper limit, formatting requirements for producing efficient
FORTRAN code, and anti-commuting operators .
1. Introduction
Very often in scientific applications, one would like to use a symbolic manipulation
system on a problem which has mathematical structures which that system does not
understand . Short of the drastic step of expanding the capabilities of that system, one can
often find an alternate representation of one's problem to which one can apply the power
of the existing symbolic system. Furthermore, the output of the symbolic program often
has to be processed before being fed as input to a subsequent numerical program . Very
often this processing cannot be done within the algebraic language itself. In this paper, we
present examples of this sort which have emerged from our work on the spectrum of non-
Abelian gauge theories in elementary particle physics .
Several general features emerge from these examples . First, one must abstract from the
very concrete problem some of the essential features, such as recognising that a certain
operator is a second-order linear differential operator . Second, one withholds from the
program detailed information as to the meanings of the variables . For example, below we
deal with a family of three-vectors, 4„, but the program does not ever have the
information that these are three-vectors. Third, one adopts conventions for oneself that
are never communicated to the program . For example, one might adopt the summation
convention whereby repeated indices are implicitly summed over. But the program is
never privy to that information . One must then be very careful that, for example
In general, we find that our most common trick is to replace simple, but non-
conventional, algebraic structures by operators, using pattern matching rules to
implement the necessary algebraic rules . This is particularly useful in dealing with non-
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becomes
(a(i) * b(i)) **2 (1 .1)
and not
(a(i) * b(i)) * (a(j) * b(j)) (1 .2)
a(i) **2 * b(i) **2 . (1 .3)
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commuting variables, because no algebraic system is tempted to reorder the arguments of
its operators .
2. Example 1
Our first example emerges from our work on the spectrum of the O(3)a model (Duncan
& Roskies, 1985). The first computational problem is to calculate
L2 (f( 1 )
4h exp
(A
where i is a three-vector at each site i, satisfying dpi
•
dpi
= I and L2 is a differential
operator given by
L2
- t [(~. a~n)
00n
(4h .,
+ l I
ac a0J
f(yb i) is a polynomial in its arguments, which are terms like
or
or
( i' `Yi+i)2 •
(2 .3)
i
That is, f is a polynomial in sums of different combinations of dot products of the O's .
The problem with implementing this directly in REDUCE is that
1. There is no convenient abstract three-vector structure in REDUCE. One could define
the vectors as arrays of length 3, and the dot product as an explicit sum over products of
components . But the output would be unwieldy and opaque .
2 . There is no explicit summation with indefinite upper limit N .
To solve these problems, we introduce an operator F(I, J) to stand for ~j . Any
repeated index will implicitly be summed over . So, for example, we represent
and
4'i' Y i+j
i
i' `Yi+i 4hi+i
i
4'i' Y•t+1
i
`Yi' ~Yi+2
by F(1,I+1)*F(I+l,I+2)
i
(L Wi 4hi+ i) 2
by F(I, I + 1)*F(Il, I1 + 1) .
i
by F(I, I + 1)
by F(1, I + 2)
j= 1,2,3 . . .
- 01+2
How does one implement a second order differential operator in this scheme? The
crucial points are that if D2 is a second order linear differential operator
D2(X + Y) = D2(X)+D2(Y) (2.5)
D2(X*Y) = D2(X)*Y+X*D2(Y)+2*D1(X)*D1(Y)+C*X*Y, (2.6)
where Dl is a first order differential operator . Consequently D 2 will be defined if its
action, and that of D1, is defined on the simple factors from which everything else is built
up. So if we define LZ(F(I, J)), it will be defined on all polynomials of F(1, J) .
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The final problem involves the exponential exp (2
57, ~+
• ~
i+1 .
This is not a polynomial
in the F's . But clearly every term in
L2 M) exp (AE 4t+1) (2
.7)
will have the exponential as a factor, so that
L2f(o) exp (2 Y_ ~i' `Y1+1) =
g(q5) exp (2 E
fit .
~i+1)
(2
.8)
and the operator relating f to g is also a linear second-order operator, and so we can code
its rules rather than those of L2 directly .
The only other subtlety involves properties of the Kronecker delta, which occurs in the
differentiation rules and is used to simplify the summation over free indices . The program
is listed in the Appendix .
That completes the programming required to compute
L2f(o) exp
(2
E Vii'
~j+1) .
t
J (d~1 . . . d&)
exp
(22
q
'
,+ 1 0j+1 `F'j+1'Oj+2)((,`0k'0k+2)1
j k
(2
.9)
The next task in the physics is to multiply two such functions together, and integrate the
product over all orientations of the unit vectors 4 ; . For example, a typical term might be
(2.10)
where d~ represents the element of solid angle on the unit sphere . These integrals can be
done in closed form (Duncan & Roskies, 1985), producing simple functions of cosh 2,
sinh 2 and 2 . Graphically one can think of the above as the graph
j j+1 j+2 k+2
(2.11)
As long as the j links do not overlap the k links, the integral factors into two pieces,
independent of the"relative j and k values. In the above example, if j-1 < k -<,j+ 1, the
integral does not factor, but of course is still doable . We will refer to the set of j links as a
rigid function; the k links form a separate rigid function whether or not the j and k links
overlap on the lattice .
The rest of the calculation consists in moving the starting points of the rigid functions
around, checking for overlap, and evaluating the integrals . This should be handled by a
FORTRAN program .
But for this purpose, the REDUCE output is unsuitable . As discussed above, the REDUCE
output is a sum of products of F's . For example, the term representing (2 .10) would be
F(J, J+ l)*F(J+1, J+2)*F(K, K+2) . (2.12)
F's belonging to the same rigid function have the same dummy summation index . A more
convenient format would be a function call with arguments representing the configuration
of links . It was most convenient to call functions with as many arguments as there are
rigid functions (two in the above example) .
We wrote a FORTRAN program whose input was the REDUCE output formulas . For each
term of its input, the FORTRAN program
1. Counts the number of rigid functions .
2. For each rigid function, it produces a single integer encoding the link arrangements
for that rigid function .
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3. Prints out the term with the product of F's replaced by the appropriate function
call, e .g. (2.12) would be replaced by
H2(33,7), (2 .13)
where the "2" in H2 denotes two rigid functions . The arguments of H2 encode the relative
position of the links in each of the rigid functions, i .e .
33 stands for •
7 stands for
The processing required to go from the REDUCE output to this new form is more easily
coded in a non-algebraic language like FORTRAN (or perhaps LISP, if we understood it)
rather than directly in REDUCE . But this processing, too, is symbolic calculation .
The final numerical FORTRAN program takes a function call like H2(33, 7) and places
the rigid functions implied by it in all possible ways on the lattice, evaluates the integral
for each possibility, and saves them . (In fact, it only places the rigid functions so that sites
overlap. Disconnected configurations are easily computed from the connected ones .) To
prevent re-evaluation of the same function H2(33, 7), the function arguments are ordered
in increasing order, e .g . H2(7, 33), and the function is assigned to a unique scalar
variable . The function call is executed once in the FORTRAN program-all other references
are to the associated scalar.
3. Example 2
Another illustration of the use of REDUCE to implement algebraic structures in physical
theories arises in the treatment of lattice Hamiltonians with fermionic degrees of freedom .
The Gross-Neveu model of quartically self-coupled fermions in one space-one time
dimension has recently been analysed using these techniques . Here, we shall review the
method of Duncan (1984), paying particular attention to the implementation of the anti-
commuting operator algebra in a REDUCE program .
The theory involves anti-commuting fermionic operators 0, 4n satisfying
L4'na 4~n'} =
4t"'+
6 nn'
(2.14)
0
0 (3
.1)
and a vacuum state 10> with the property
(3 .2)
`Y,
10> = 0 for all n .
We need rules for applying
Onl On2
'nl `Yn2
4'nl 4'n2
(3.3)
to states such as
'''nI
On2
10>,
01111 10>
4,,14',,210>,
etc .
(3 .4)
Rather than represent each
0
as an operator, and worry about the anticommutation
properties, we define the bilinear operators
PP(N1, N2) =
0n10„2
The minus sign embodies the anti-commuting properties . KD represents the Kronecker
delta, and its rules together with the usual ones for differential operators round out the
rules required for the study of the Gross-Neveu model .
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Appendix
COMMENT D, D4, D5 STAND FOR FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL
OPERATORS
.
E WILL STAND FOR A SECOND ORDER OPERATOR .
KD IS THE UNARY KRONECKER DELTA, KD(N)=O IF N
NEQ 0, 1 IF N
FIRST THE RULES FOR FIRST ORDER
OPERATORS
;
****
SIMILAR RULES
ARE
GIVEN FOR D4 AND D5 *******
COMMENT RULES FOR SECOND ORDER OPERATOR ;
OPERATOR E ;
FOR
ALL X,Y
LET E(X*Y)=E(X)*Y+X*E(Y)+2*D4(X)*D4(Y)
-2*D5(X)*D5(Y) ;
FOR
ALL X,N LET E(X**N)=E(X**(N-1))*X+X**(N-1)*E(X)+2*D4(X**(N-1))*D4(X)
-2*O5 (X**(N-1))*D5( X) ;
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OPERATOR D ;
X,Y LET D(X*Y)-D(X)*Y+X*D(Y) ;FOR ALL
FOR ALL X,Y LET D(X+Y)=D(X)+D(Y) ;
FOR ALL X,N LET D(X**N)-N*X**(N-1)*D(X) ;
IF ARC N AND NUMCERP(N) LET D(N)=O
;
PDP(N1, N2)
= 4'n1 &2
PPD(N1, N2) = 0, 1
O,2
PDPD(N1, N2)
= 4 ;1
c~ ; 2 . (3 .5)
We also define
KETO as 10>
KET1(N1) as Oi 1 10>
KET2(N1, N2) as O;1 On2I0> .
(3 .6)
Then, for example,
FOR ALL N1, N2, Il LET
PPD(N1, N2)*KET1(I1) = KD(N1, N2)*KET1(I1)
-KD(N1, I1)*KET1(N2) ; (3.7)
COMMENT RULES FOR D, E, D4, D5 ON SIMPLE FACTORS ;
FOR
ALL J,K
LET D(P(J,K))-F(J,K)*(F(J,J+1)+F(J-1,J)+F(K,K+1)
+F(K-1,K))-F(J,J)*(F(J+1,K)+F(J-1,K))-F(K,K)*(F(J,K+1)+F(J,K-1)) ;
FOR ALL J,K LET
E(F(J,K))-4*F(J,K)-4*KD(J-K)*F(J,J) ;
FOR ALL J,K,L,M LET
D4(F(J,K))*D4(F(L,M))-F(J,K)*(F(L,M)*KD(J-L)+F(J,L)*KD(J-M)
+F(K,M)*KD(K-L)+F(K,L)*KD(K-M)) ;
FOR ALL J,K LET
D4(F(J,K))**2-2*F(J,K)*(F (J, K)+F(J, .1)*KD(J-K))
;
FOR ALL J .K,L,M LET
D5(F(J,K))*D5(F(L,M))=F(J,J)*(F(M,K)*KD(L-J)+F(L,K)*KD(M-J))
+F(K,K)*(F(M,J)*KD(L-K)+F(L,J)*KD(M-K)) ;
FOR ALL J,K LET
D5(F(J,K))**2-2*P (J, J)*(F(K,K)+F (J, K)*KD(J-K)) ;
COMMENT DEFINITION OF THE OPERATOR L2 ;
OPERATOR L2 ;
FOR ALL X LET L2(X)-
(4*LAM*F(I5,I5+1)+2*LAM**2*(F(I5,I5+1)**2+F(I5,I5+1)*F(I5+1,I5+2)-
F(I5,I5+2)-N+1))*X +E(X)+2*LAM*D(X)
;
COMMENT
	
DEFINITION OF THE 26 BASIC FUNCTIONS ;
ARRAY B(26) ;
B(1) :=1 ;
B(2) :=F(I1,I1+1) ;
**** THERE FOLLOW A LIST OF 24 MORE FUNCTIONS . SOME EXAMPLES ARE
B(12) :=F(11,I1+2)*F(I1+2, I1+3) ;
B(18) :=F(II,I1+1)*F(I2,I2+1)**2 ;
ORDER LAM,N
;
OFF NAT ;
ON LIST ;
OFF ALLFAC ;
OUT RED .OUT ;
FOR I :=1 :26 DO BEGIN
X ;=L2(B(I)) ;
COMMENT AT THIS STAGE ALL KRONECKER SYMBOLS HAVE BEEN
I
MPLEMENTED .
S O
THAT FOR EXAMPLE
KD(I1-I2)*F(I1+1,I1+2)*F(I2,I2+2) HAS BEEN REPLACED BY
KD(I1-I2)*F(I1+1 ,I1+2)*F(I1,I1+2) .
WE CAN THEN GET RID OF THE KRONECKER SYMBOL ;
FOR ALL M LET KD(I1+M)=1 ;
X :-X ;
FOR ALL M CLEAR KD(I1+M)
;
WRITE
END - ;
SHUT RED .OUT ;
END ;
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FOR ALL X .Y LET E(X+Y)-E(X)+E(Y) ;
IF ARB N AND NUMBERP(N) LET E(N)=O ;
OPERATOR P,KD ;
COMMENT NOW RULES FOR THE KRONECKER DELTA
;
KD(0) :=1 ;
IF ARB N AND NUMBERP(N) AND N NEQ 0 LET KD(N)=O
;
FOR ALL X LET KD(-11+X)-KD(I1-X) ;
FOR ALL X,Y,Z LET F(I1+X,Y)*KD(I1+Z)9?(X-Z,Y)*KD(I1+Z) ;
FOR ALL X,Y,Z LET F(X,I1+Y)*KD(I1+Z)=F(X,Y-Z)*KD(I1+Z) ;
FOR ALL X,Z LET F(I1,X)*KD(I1+Z)=F(-Z,X)*KD(I1+Z) ;
FOR ALL X,Z LET F(X,I1)*KD(I1+Z)=F(X,-Z)*KD(I1+Z) ;
